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MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF DEPUTY PAGC
As the aging population rises in Santa Clara County and throughout the U.S., the need for the services
provided by the office of the Public Administrator/Guardian/Conservator grows. Severely mentally ill and
cognitively impaired individuals are affected by the lack of shelter and support offered in the community
and the PAGC office is supportive, empathic, and responsive to our vulnerable populations.
The Office of the Public Administrator/Guardian/Conservator (PAGC) represents those persons who are
incapable of making decisions for themselves. We have three divisions devoted to insuring the physical
and financial safety of persons and managing their estate. The office serves severely mentally ill people
in our Conservator division (also known as LPS), cognitively impaired, (brain injured and dementia) in our
Probate division and administer decedent estates in the Public Administrator division. These populations
may be at risk of harm, yet at the same time at risk of drastic loss of rights if the court appoints a conservator
to prevent or address that harm. Conservatorship removes fundamental rights such as the right to make
medical, financial and residential decisions, as well as to execute contracts or other legal documents,
marry, vote, engage in personal relationships, and live independently. Therefore, state statutory provisions
generally require that conservatorship be used as a last resort after less restrictive decision-making
options have been considered, that the authority of the conservatorship be limited if possible, and that
the conservatorship be monitored and ensure conservator and fiduciary accountability.
With 76 wonderful energetic staff that work in the PA/GC office, we protect and serve the most vulnerable
populations in the County. We continued to conserve people who were unable to make decisions for
themselves or provide for their own food, clothing, shelter, and medication. We also investigated and
administered the estates of County residents who died without a will or without an appropriate person
willing or able to act as an administrator.
During the pandemic, the PAGC staff never slowed down. They continued to protect conservatees and
their estates and became creative with ways to visit clients and work with financial institutions.
We hope you enjoy reading our Annual Report. Its stories represent how we accomplish our vision of
being compassionate and innovative in response to our client’s needs, to the community, our partners,
and stakeholders. I am so proud of the PAGC staff and want to applaud all of them for their patience, hard
work, supporting each other and supporting our clients during this unknown, unprecedented times.

Lisa Pate
Chief Deputy Public Administrator Guardian Conservator
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ABOUT US
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There are seven groups within the PAGC office.
The Public Administrator group manages the estates of people who have died without a will or someone
to administer their estate. For a large estate, the PA unit must petition the Probate Court to be appointed
as executor/administrator or trustee of the estate. For smaller estates, known as summary cases, that are
valued at less than $150,000.00, the PA does not need authority from the Probate Court to administer
the estate. The PA unit searches for family/heirs, takes immediate control and manages client’s assets,
makes burial arrangements, pays creditors, and oversees the distribution of the estate. There are six Estate
Administrators, one Estate Administrator Assistant, and a Supervisor.

Total
Referrals
Nov 2019 –
Oct 2020

229

N o t F i l ed / D o n o t
Investigate (30
take case (less than days) but find
14 days)
Alternative Plan
185

22

Permanent/
Authority (court)

PA (Summary
Case)
(no court)

17

27

Estate Administrators act as conservators for the estate. They are responsible for financial management
of the estate, locating and taking control of assets, collecting income, making a budget, investing money,
and protecting and managing assets. They are responsible for managing conservatee’s real property and
investments. Estate Administrators also act as trustees for Special Needs trusts and other trusts created by
the conservatee’s family for the benefit of the conservatee. The group has six Estate Administrators, two
Estate Administrator Assistants, three Estate Property Specialists, and a Supervisor. The following chart
shows the assets managed by the Estate Administrators this fiscal year.

Non-Brokerage Inventory
Brokerage Statements
Total
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Total $ Amounts
$56,041,297.45
$14,643,784.14
$70,685,081.59

Probate Intake investigates probate referrals and determines conservatorship is appropriate and the
least restriction option for the person. Conservatorship referrals are for adults who are unable to care for
themselves and/or cannot manage their own estates due to dementia, traumatic brain injury, neurocognitive
disorder, or are subject to undue influence. The referral may come from many sources including Adult
Protective Services, hospital, Court, skilled nursing facilities, the community and jail. All referrals must
have a capacity declaration signed by a doctor accompanying them. Once the conservatorship has been
established and the conservatee has a stable living environment, the case is transferred to the Probate
Ongoing unit. In the first 10 months of FY20, the unit investigated 96 cases and found an alternative plan
for 77 potential conservatees. There were 35 Financial Abuse Referrals (FAST) and two of these have been
conserved. The team is continuing to investigate 17 FAST cases and the remaining 16 were closed with
alternative plans. This unit works diligently to protect older adult and their finances. In non-financial abuse
cases (FAST) the Deputies and Estate Administrators recovered or saved an additional $13,274 ,018. This
group has six Deputies, one Deputy Public Guardian Assistant and a Supervisor.
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Probate Ongoing oversees the care of the conservatee and makes visits to monitor their health and
safety as well as their living situation and medical needs. The Deputy is responsible for all aspects of the
conservatee’s lives including health, financial, support and advocacy. The Deputy (conservator) is appointed
by the Court to manage and protect the conservatee and their assets. The Deputy is required to consider
the conservatee’s expressed desires and personal values in decision making and act in the conservatee’s
best interest. The Deputies are required to make monthly visits to conservatees who live independently
and quarterly visits to those in a facility. Due to COVID-19, extreme heat and the wildfires, the Deputies
have made more frequent visits. In addition, the staff are responsible for all conservatee placements;
therefore, any move to or from a facility for higher or lower level of care needs or a hospitalization requires
the Deputy’s consent, informing the Court and family, and close supervision and case management. This
group has nine Deputies and a Supervisor.
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A Special Lady
E.H. was a victim of financial abuse, fraud,
and undue influence following the passing of
her husband in 2014.  Her home was signed
over to the abuser after significant undue
influence and she lost the only asset that she
had.   What money was recovered after the
sale of the home was expected to provide for
her for the rest of her life in the second most
expensive rental market in the country.   The
financial abuse and undue influence that she fell victim to ruined her credit score and prevented
her from accessing affordable senior housing that she was easily able to have afforded with
her SSA income.  She could not pass a credit background check and her legal guardian was not
able to sign as guarantor on any application she submitted on E.H.’s behalf.  Despite having an
appropriately sized income to afford the rent, she did not have three times the monthly rent and
was disqualified for either that or for her bad credit.  Additionally, she had a substantial amount of
liquid assets that would have easily allowed her to live in affordable housing for decades, had she
been approved.  Instead, she was forced to settle for an expensive assisted living situation until
her finances got to the point that she was forced to move out and reside in a care home, where a
fall rendered her unable to return to any setting other than a nursing home.  E.H. died shortly after
admission to a nursing home, one of the first casualties of Covid-19 in a facility that was overrun
with the virus in April 2020.  E.H. should have been afforded the right to live out the remainder
of her life in comfort, accessing programs that were envisioned for seniors like her.  Instead, E.H.  
was forced to suffer the consequences of the abuser’s actions long-after the dust had settled.

LPS Intake staff investigate referrals made by a Medical Director for adults who are in an acute psychiatric
hospital or on an involuntary hold. The person’s symptoms are so severe that they are gravely disabled
and lack the capacity to provide food, clothing, and shelter for themselves. The Deputy is responsible
for managing the conservatee’s placement and mental health treatment. The PAGC is and has long been
established to serve the most acutely mentally ill clients who (because of their mental illness) require
a locked care facility. Of the 337 LPS referrals, 297 LPS conservatorships were filed. Approximately, 40
referrals were rescinded by the hospital and others were able to be discharged back to the community with
PAGC staff assistance. This group has six Deputies, one Deputy Public Guardian Assistant and a Supervisor.
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A Murphy Conservatorship can be established for an individual who has been found mentally incompetent
and unable to stand trial within a specific period of time and for one who is considered dangerous. The
number of referrals for Murphy Conservatorships is increasing dramatically. Between 1989 and 2014,
there were only 11 referrals. Since 2015, there have been 33 referrals. LPS Murphy’s from October
2018 to October 2020 was 23 referrals. Of those 15 were filed and 8 were rejected for statutory causes.
This year alone, there have been 8 Murphy referrals for a total of 22 conservatees currently on Murphy
Conservatorships. In addition to Murphy conservatorships, LPS receives referrals from the jail. On average
8.5% of all LPS referrals come from the jail.
The Public Guardian Conservator continues to partner with Behavioral Health to have UCSF assess Murphy
Conservatees for the level of dangerousness. UCSF, Behavioral Health and PAGC are currently working
together to have Murphy Conservatees reassessed more often than once per year. This will ensure that
individuals are being held at the appropriate level of care and are not being held on conservatorship longer
than necessary. PAGC would also like to pursue using other forensic psychiatrists to perform assessments.
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The Deputies in the LPS Ongoing unit approve placements in a locked facility, if recommended by a
psychiatrist and can agree to the use of psychotropic medication. The Deputies are also responsible for
conservatees who are not in locked facilities by ensuring the provisions of food, clothing, and shelter.
Cases are complex and often fraught with mental illness, medication, family conflict, institutionalization,
and service fragmentation. Due to the nature of the clients, the staff copes with multiple crises and are
experts at the art of de-escalation. The Deputies in the LPS ongoing unit, have continuous contact with
psychiatrists, therapists, facility staff, conservatees and their family members. They are required to make
quarterly visits to clients in a facility but meet and have conferences more often. This unit’s caseload has
increased this year by approximately 10% more per staff. This unit has nine Deputies and a Supervisor.

LPS Ongoing (1/1/20 to 10/15/20)

LPS Ongoing (January 1, 2020 to October 15, 2020)
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Court
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A Unique LPS Client
A very special LPS Intake Deputy helped a young single woman, L.L. who was hospitalized for
being gravely disabled (all during COVID-SIP) seek treatment and become independent again. L.L.
had leaned on her mother for support and assistance with daily living, but mom passed away two
years prior. There was nothing in L.L.’s refrigerator. She was getting daily deliveries from Starbucks
for both food and beverages. While L.L. sought mental health treatment, PAGC went into her home
and cleaned out the hoarding mess of magazines, papers, Starbucks trash, excessive number of
purses and much more. While receiving mental health services and a medication regimen, PAGC
temporarily marshalled her bank accounts and payed her past due bills, which had been lingering
and owed for over three months and reestablished all utilities including electricity and water.
Even after her release from conservatorship, LPS staff continued to meet with L.L. during SIP and
assist with grocery shopping and linked her to mental health after care and giving her back her
independence in her own townhome.

The Clerical unit has many responsibilities including processing mail, answering, and triaging phone calls,
filing documents, and processing LPS and Probate referrals. The Clerical staff apply for SSI, SSA and VA
benefits on behalf of the conservatees as well as redirect conservatee’s pension to their PAGC accounts.
Clerical staff process all client inventory and requests for selling, distributing, or discarding inventory items.
They process DMV checks; unclaimed property checks and real property reports. The Clerical staff create
case files and complete death notifications. They are responsible for processing LPS reappointments and
mailing facilities new Court orders and new Deputy assignments. This staff also requests birth, death, and
marriage certificates when needed. The Clerical team has eight Office Specialist IIIs, one Office Specialist
II, a Legal Secretary, and a Supervisor (OMC).

Clerical responsibilities processed from January through October 2020
Clerical Tasks

Number Processed

Benefits (apply/reapply for SSI, SSA, VA)

866 in 2020

Appendix As (LPS Petitions)

60 in 2020

Brokerage Statements scanned

675 in 2020

Inventory (property records, changes,
270 in 2020
verification)
Action Requests (for searches, vehicles donation
700 in 2020
or personal property sales, etc.
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Mail (during COVID-19 all mail is scanned)

2,000 pieces/week

Mail - Includes bills and checks received

175 bills and 343 checks/month

Phone Coverage

350 calls/month

COVID-19: WORKING DIFFERENTLY
COVID-19 brought many challenges for the County, for staff and for individual programs. PAGC is no
different. We faced a lot of quick changes and dealt with some resistance, frustration, fear, and a lot of
flexibility. Since most of the staff work in the community with conservatees or client’s assets, their work
was immediately affected, and the leadership team went into instant adaption mode. Almost every unit
had clients effected by COVID-19. In LPS 14 clients were diagnosed with COVID-19 and recovered. In the
Probate units, 20 clients were diagnosed with COVID-19 and 7 passed away. In PA staff learned that four
decedent referrals passed died from COVID-19. The staff proceeded with investigations and administration
of all estates cautiously as there may have been more affected with the disease. Below are the changes,
improvements, and proficiencies PAGC put into place quickly and efficiently while Sheltering in Place and
still providing our community services.
Hiring and PAGC Induction
During the pandemic, the hiring process has been somewhat difficult and slower than usual. PAGC hired
several staff and worked with Staff Development to provide a New Hire Induction in June for eleven staff
(hired over the last 10 months). New Hire Induction was a huge success and staff learned from PAGC
Supervisors, County Counsel, FMS staff, and each other. However, several vacancies have not been filled
due to the budget and need for exemptions. These vacant codes are being considered for deletion in the
budget and will affect timeliness of many tasks.
Core Competencies and Proficiencies
Checklists were created for each unit and each classification. This document was originally intended to
be used for new hires and to help a new staff person understand their job responsibilities, aid in training,
coaching, shadowing, etc. but it’s now being used with all staff as a reference tool and to assist with further
clarifying staff roles. In addition, this document helps the leadership team be aware of trainings that staff
may need to better perform their job.
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Fillable Forms and DocuSign
The pandemic has given the office an opportunity to make changes that it had been considering prior to
this crisis. PAGC continued to use NCR forms and hand deliver paper from one staff to another for approval
until the shelter in place order forced us to reevaluate our process. Due to telework and a new way of
doing business, several PAGC staff within the Toolbox Workgroup offered to work on making fillable forms
and even making them into DocuSign templates. This is an ongoing process as PAGC has over 75 forms that
need to be converted and updated. We are delighted with the progress made and will continue to amend
our forms. We are very grateful to the staff who have taken on this additional task.
Referrals Increased in all Programs
Referrals in all our programs, LPS, Probate, and PA have continued to slowly increase compared to previous
years, if not more. LPS receives referrals for individuals in acute facilities. A major difference for this staff
is they have been unable to visit the individual in the locked facility and often have difficulties with face
to face virtual contact. LPS received approximately 28 referrals per month, which is an increase from
the average of 22 referrals prior to the pandemic. In the Probate division, referrals from hospitals have
decreased; however, referrals from Adult Protective Services, have increased, especially financial abuse
cases. The PA unit has changed their protocol and does not go into a decedent home immediately but
waits two weeks to avoid any possible COVID-19 exposure in the residence.

Program

Referrals received in
2020

LPS Conservatorship

337

Probate Conservatorship

96

Public Administration (PA)

229

Community Calls
In addition to processing referrals and investigating new cases, several intake Supervisors receive community
calls or emails regarding inquiries from a hospital, Skilled Nursing Facility or other facility with questions
regarding a Probate or LPS conservatorship referral. The PA Supervisor gets calls from the Coroner’s office
regarding possible referral. All Supervisors field calls from community member asking questions about
PAGC functions and duties or from a community member asking for assistance with a family or friend.
They also receive calls regarding information about a former client or former decedent case or information
about a decedent, older adult or mentally ill person/issue or former client.
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Client Contact and Estate Monitoring
PAGC continues to contact clients, caregivers
and facility staff during Shelter in Place
and have been creative in how we make
contact. All facilities are closed to outside
visitors including Deputy Public Guardians;
therefore, visits, investigations and check
ins with conservatees have been conducted
on a porch, via Skype, via Face time, with
facility staff assistance and through a glass
window. Creativity and flexibility have been
essential to the Deputies who continue to
provide food, clothing, shelter, and safety to our clients.
Estate Administrators continue to monitor real property, securities, loans, insurance, and trusts. It has
been difficult for staff to work with financial institutes and advisors due to companies’ closing or decreased
hours. Staff have to make an appointment with a banker or financial adviser and be prepared to provide
all documentation at the meeting. Investigating financial abuse has been challenging since gathering
paperwork that is often in a home has been limited since staff have tried to stay out of homes for safety
reasons. However, the DPGCs and EAs have done a fabulous job collecting the necessary documentation to
preserve or save a client from financial abuse. The EAs working to administer estates in decedent matters
continued to be busy and adopted some safety precautions to continue to do their job. EAs do not enter a
decedent residence until two weeks after the death. They contact family, friends, and neighbors to ensure
the decedent was not COVID-19 positive. They collect all documents and utilize precautions to review
them.
Regardless of the obstacles and challenges of meeting conservatees or professionals in the community,
the PAGC staff have found “work arounds” and done a wonderful job.
Telework
Prior to COVID-19, PAGC had 16 staff teleworking (1 to 2 days per week). While there are 76 staff members
in PAGC, only some positions lend themselves to teleworking. However, Technology Support Services (TSS)
quickly provided the necessary tools for PAGC staff to telework; eventually most of our staff teleworked
five days a week. Through the use of modern technology (laptops, smartphones, hot spots, remote
access, Cisco Jabber, and E-fax) staff are able to both complete their work and stay in communication with
colleagues, supervisors, facilities, and clients in a seamless manner, at their home office. Teleworking at
PAGC during the pandemic has been highly successful with management and staff working together to
balance work flexibility, efficiency through technology, and accountability of actions.
13

A Decedent Lost and Found
PA was referred a decedent case. R.I. passed in his home in August. His remains were discovered
during an SJPD welfare check requested by a neighbor. SJPD discovered the remains had suffered
significant decomposition. His wife, still living, was discovered in the next room watching television.
She suffers from dementia and her husband had been her primary caregiver. As a result of the
welfare check she was hospitalized due to her condition. Her case was simultaneously referred to
APS.
The decedent’s spouse in this case would be both his next of kin as well as the sole heir to any
estate given the assumption that the decedent had no estate plan. PA confirmed and contacted
the decedent’s living relatives who confirmed that the decedent’s spouse had no identifiable next
of kin. The decedent’s spouse was confirmed as being the sole owner of the home they shared.
Because the property was vacant, and the wife had no definite plan (date) to return to the home
(and questionable capacity) PA conducted a search of the residence in accordance with our
responsibility to protect assets at risk. During the search, a variety of valuable property, including
jewelry and artwork, were removed from the home, and secured in the PAGC warehouse.
PA was in contact with the decedent’s relatives (a sister and a niece) throughout this process
and apprised them of the situation and they offered no objections. During the first two weeks
of this referral, the Estate Administrator (EA) was in contact with many staff and agencies to
navigate the authority, operations, and possible outcomes of this highly unorthodox scenario.
Some collaborations included Public Guardian Probate Intake, EPS, Adult Protective Services,
Coroner, SJPD, County Counsel, the husband’s relatives. PA was faced with a conservable living
spouse, who had no living relatives, and is the sole property owner of a home where she lived with
her now deceased husband and no estate plan. The decedent’s living relatives were willing and
able to help with the estate but had no idea where to begin and had no current legal authority to
do anything. Oh yes, and for the first week we were unable to determine if the two were legally
married.
The EA spent the better part of three weeks unraveling this web and communicating with all
the interested parties. The primary task of dealing with the remains was completed with PA
providing signature authority on behalf of the decedent’s living relatives, who accepted financial
responsibility for the associated costs. The home, as mentioned, was searched, and secured. PA
worked with APS and PG Probate Intake to determine possible options. The EA coached relatives
through a slew of possible outcomes and how their indirect relationship with the living spouse
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might affect their endeavors. In the end, the decedent’s relatives were able to locate an attorney,
have been granted temporary conservatorship of this living spouse in another county, and
eventually an affidavit to collect the assets of the decedent’s estate; his estate being a non-court
case in the end.
Knowing where this case started, we could not have imagined a better outcome. The fact that it
was all achieved in a matter of 60 days is amazing. The EA probably talked to, received help from,
and worked in tandem with 30 different people getting to the best possible outcome and it could
not have happened without every single one of them.

Court Update
Court Update: Court was greatly affected by COVID-19. Beginning in March, the Court changed from
holding in-person sessions but instead held them by phone. Staff submitted petitions to County Counsel
electronically and County Counsel continued to obtain hearing dates. Hearings were often continued, and
a new Probate or PA case was not heard for an average of three months. In LPS, jury trials were not held,
and Murphy referrals increased. Early on the Court had furlough days, layoffs and reduced staff hours,
this affected the processing time of Letters and Orders, Letters of Administration, Special Orders, Court
investigations and Ex-Parte orders.
Protocols, Guidelines, and Communication
To support staff and help with their job, the leadership team developed protocols and guidelines while
Sheltering in Place. Some of the strategies were:
• Weekly Updates: The Chief Deputy PAGC sends all staff a weekly update. This communication keeps
staff informed of PAGC business practices, updates and adjustments to forms and processes in the
office as well as County updates such as free testing sites, childcare, and more.
• Share Drive Folders: Four folders were created in the share drive to help keep staff informed. One
folder is for PAGC internal updates, the second folder has modified documents for staff, the third file
has technology and telework updates, and the fourth file holds information about world or county
updates.
• PAGC COVID-19 Guide for Worker Safety for Face to Face Visits, Contacts and Work in the Community/
Field was developed in June and shared with staff in unit meetings and an All Staff Meeting. This
document provides guidance and instructions on the use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE),
who may have in-person contact with clients, members of their household, or enter clients’
residencies and estates. These guidelines follow the Santa Clara County Public Health Department
protocols and are based on the best information available as of June 10, 2020.
15

A section of the guide was written specifically for the Estate Property Specialist (EPS) who are responsible
for safeguarding personal property and doing searches in real property. The PAGC office relies on the
EPSs to help conduct searches (in a house, apartment, trailer, hotel room, van, Skilled Nursing Facility,
room, etc.) and collect paperwork that may help find next of kin. The EPS staff are specifically trained to
conduct searches, inventory and secure property, store and liquidate personal property, as authorized by
the Superior Court. While the Deputy Public Guardians and Estate Administrators are assigned to handle
“person” and “estate” issues, all a conservatee’s personal property must be secured and/or brought into
our warehouse for safekeeping or sold or liquidated if necessary. This type of work is done by the EPS Staff.

PAGC Warehouse and Car Lot
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Locked Storage Room
The PAGC Office has a secured alarmed storage room. This room is where conservatees’ and decedents’
smaller personal belongings, such as keys, jewelry, coins, and paperwork are kept. To provide safety and
follow County protocols, management created procedures for the use of the small (10x16) locked room.
Signs have been hung outside the locked room to remind staff of the following:
• No more than two people in the room at any time for social distancing,
• Always maintain a six-foot distance,
• Blue tape was placed on the floor to provide a visual reminder of a six-foot distance, and
• The area for the locked room sign-in sheet has an X showing an individual where to stand when
signing the log, and a blue line six feet away to remind others of social distancing.
Enhanced Communication
During the pandemic, the PAGC leadership team increased leadership meetings from one time a month
to weekly and eventually every other week. The meetings proved to be essential, informative and a great
place to solve problems and develop office protocols. In addition to the increase in leadership meetings,
unit meetings became even more important to keep staff engaged and informed. Every unit is required to
have a minimum of one-unit meeting per month, though some units meet more frequently.
• Supporting staff: To support staff working from home, PAGC management has approved a 4/10
schedule for those staff who will find it personally beneficial. Additionally, PAGC management
participates in monthly union meetings which allow for discussion and problem solving in a timely
manner.
• ZOOM All Staff Meetings: The office has continued to hold monthly All Staff Meetings during the
pandemic. There was a lapse for two months but quickly jumped back on the wagon and started
having monthly All Staff Meetings via Zoom. The meetings allow staff to see each other and mingle
for a bit, and include updates of PAGC business practices, personnel/staffing, improvements, useful
information, feedback, etc. Several of the PAGC all staff meetings also included a training element
and staff members received Continuing Education Units (CEUs).
PAGC Regional Conference
The Santa Clara County PAGC hosts an annual Northern California Regional Conference each year but
due to COVID -19, the June 2020 conference was cancelled. However, PAGC found a way to offer the
conference via ZOOM and is planning a conference in March 2021. The Regional Conference, named
March Madness, will also offer PAGC offices throughout California the opportunity to participate in one
training per week for the month of March. All trainings will provide CEU’s for staff and an opportunity to
network and continued learning.
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BEST PRACTICES
Internal Meetings and Collaboration
Estate Planning Meetings
Estate Planning Meetings are held weekly to discuss issues and obtain group consensus, management
approval, and/or legal and tax advice on cases. Deputy Public Guardian Conservators, Estate Administrators,
Supervisors, Managers, Supervisors, and County Counsel schedule a case for review to discuss case details
and make decisions regarding clients’ estates. Estate Planning Meetings often include deliberation about
placement and sale of real or personal property, case transfer to Public Administration (PA) and opening
a full probate case, financial issues (e.g. a non-sustainable budget, no budget in place, lack of or limited
resources for independent conservatees) or other financial issues such as the sale of conservatee’s
residence or liquidation of major asset; preparing an estate plan (to prepare a will or trust or for tax
planning); pending litigation/settlement authority or the need to file a legal action, occupancy issues
(caregiving, rental situations, evicting tenants); major repair or remodeling projects , or obtaining a loan,
reverse mortgages, purchase of residence, or cars, or cashing in an annuity.
Trust Reviews
PAGC continues the best practice of reviewing all client’s trust accounts at least once a year. The PAGC is
currently responsible for 91 trusts; bi-weekly meetings are held to review four or five Trusts. Similar to
the weekly Estate Planning Meetings, this team approach (with DPGC, EA staff, management and County
Counsel attending) is essential in reviewing the cases, the clients’ current needs, anticipating the clients’
future needs and developing financial plans to ensure that the clients’ assets are managed with the
greatest care. The group reviews the enforcement of the trust, creation of a trust, the duties of the trustee
and revocation issues. PAGC must ensure that the funds in a trust are used appropriately for the benefit
of the conservatee.
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Case Conference Meetings
Case Conference meetings are
held as needed to discuss issues
regarding a case. Issues may
include legal matters, health and
medication, end of life decision
making, distribution to heirs, or
inventory of personal property.
Depending on the circumstances,
County Counsel, Adult Protective
Services and outside caregivers or
agencies may be asked to attend.
Training Committee
The committee is made up of volunteers from all PAGC units that are dedicated to the continuing education
of staff and helping staff develop additional skills as well as proving continual learning. This group
recognizes the need for continued professional development and the ability for staff to earn continuing
education units. The training committee has developed a series of trainings including one for each month.
The group has also started discussing topics for the annual PAGC Conference via ZOOM this year, called
March Madness. Trainings that have been offered in 2020 include DocuSign, Time Study, Trusts: Types,
Pitfalls and Resources, Confidentiality, COVID-19 in the Court, Securities, Safety in the Field, and Estate
Administration.
The Toolbox Workgroup took a break at the beginning of the pandemic. The group began in March 2016
and developed an online Toolbox for PG staff that went live in July 2017. The Toolbox allows staff to find
forms, trainings, resources, best practices, and procedures easily and quickly. The voluntary workgroup
includes workers and supervisors from all of the units in the department and continues to meet bi-weekly
via Microsoft Teams. They have changed the focus during COVID-19 to creating fillable forms and revising/
updating all forms used by office staff.
Internal Inventory Verification
It is the Office of the Public Guardian policy to have adequate internal controls to ensure that PAGC is
effectively managing and protecting our conservatees or decedents inventories (also known as properties/
assets). Inventory items in PAGC include personal properties (e.g. vehicles, furniture, household items,
jewelry, collectables); financial securities (e.g. stocks, bonds, annuities); and real properties. Due to
COVID-19, inventory verification was delayed but did begin in July. Staff are still in the process of verifying
items and completing paperwork.
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DAAS Partnerships
FAST (Financial Abust Specialist Team)
After initial vetting by Adult Protective Services (APS), 35 cases were investigated by the FAST team this
year. Each referral receives a thorough investigation, which typically includes multiple interviews, visits to
financial institutions, researching legal documents, financial statements and other documents associated
with the alleged abuse. FAST Team members (Deputy Public Guardians Conservators, Estate Administrators,
and APS Social Worker) follow a twofold approach for each case: (1) determine if there has been fraud,
theft, or other criminal activity; and (2) determine if the victim is in need of a conservatorship. Both County
Counsel and Deputy District Attorneys are present in monthly meetings to discuss the case. Once fraud,
theft, embezzlement, etc. has been detected, the Team develops a plan to protect the victim’s remaining
assets and discusses an approach to recover stolen property.
The Public Guardian has extraordinary (statutory) powers to freeze, collect or otherwise protect assets at
risk. This could involve exercising the authority to freeze bank accounts, preventing transfers of investments,
or interceding and preventing a fraudulent real estate transaction from being completed.
There are several possible outcomes from a referral for FAST Investigation:
• The allegations of financial abuse are determined to be unfounded. In some instances, there has
been a misinterpretation of the facts, or more commonly, cross-allegations are made by siblingsbeneficiaries, against each other;
• The allegations are determined to have merit and assets are at risk. The victim may have dementia,
or other cognitive deficiencies, but there are less intrusive interventions available to protect the
individual and their property than a conservatorship (appointment of a fiduciary, power of attorney,
appointment of a trustee or successor trustee);
• The allegations are determined to have merit and assets are at risk. The individual will be evaluated
for conservatorship. A thorough screening and assessment will take place before the court hearing
is held. During this time, the Public Guardian will exercise its extraordinary powers to protect assets,
and will enlist any necessary services to ensure that the proposed conservatee is safe and has proper
care in place; or
• The Public Guardian may be appointed temporary conservator, or a family member or other party
may be appointed by the Probate Court to be the conservator for a variety of reasons. In very rare
instances, a conservatee may have stabilized and put their estate in order, so that a conservatorship
is no longer needed.
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FAST Assets Recovered and/or Loss Prevention
The investigative process, as well as the appointment of conservator and the managing of a conservatee’s
estate, may take months. In Financial Abuse cases, the Public Guardian may file an action to recover
conservatee’s property, or there may be a criminal prosecution and restitution ordered. In many such
cases, the assets are gone, and the Public Guardian develops a plan to pay for the care and other needs
a conservatee will have for the rest of their life. This entails creative and flexible case management and
long-range planning.
In FY 2020, PAGC prevented the loss of and recovered a total of $28,351,817 in assets, which includes real
property, liquid assets, stocks, bonds, and restitution, recovery and settlements. Since the FAST program
began in 1999, PAGC has prevented the loss of and recovered assets totaling over $499,845,288.
FY 2 0 1 8

FY 2 0 1 9

FY 2 0 2 0

Since 1999

Real Property

$

27,941,144

$

29,848,764

$

32,088,142 $ 304,448,100

L i q u i d A s s et s

$
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$

1,718,063
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85,348,748

Stocks and Bonds
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6,747,404

$

13,525,747

$

2,540,317

$

56,328,064

Restitution/Recovery/Settlement

$

-

$

-

$

28,351,817

$

53,720,376

TOTAL

$

36,703,583

$

45,092,574

$

64,836,460 $ 499,845,288

FAST Story
M.G. is a 70-year-old woman with a traumatic brain injury which makes her almost completely
unable to care for herself. She came to FAST’s attention when a neighbor moved into her house
under the guise of taking care of M.G. and had her sign power of attorney documents despite
M.G.’s lack of capacity to understand what she was signing. These documents gave the neighbor
authority to access her financial accounts and make medical decisions for her.
When the team investigated, they found M.G.’s home was poorly maintained and in an unhygienic
state. M.G. was hungry but could not feed herself, so the team spoon fed her before taking her
to the hospital where she was treated for a scabies infection.  She expressed fear of the neighbor
and showed the team bruises indicating that the neighbor had physically abused her.  The team
moved quickly to obtain a conservatorship for M.G., protecting M.G. and her assets from further
abuse and removing the neighbor from M.G.’s home. M.G. now receives appropriate medical care
in a safe environment and her assets will be used for her care and support for the rest of her life.
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Behavioral Health Collaboration
The Barbara Aarons Pavilion at Health and Hospital has remained full since the pandemic. Early while
sheltering in place, PAGC and Behavioral Health worked together to move conservatee’s from the acute
setting to the Muriel Wright Center for
continued treatment and evaluation. Twenty
conservatee’s were successfully moved. The
focus for Behavioral Health has moved from
BAP beds and placements to opening up
Institute for Mental Disease (IMD) beds for
placements. PAGC has worked for months
with Behavioral Health to identify clients that
are meeting their treatment plan and can
move to a lower level of care.

CIVIL GRAND JURY
When the Civil Grand Jury began reviewing the PAGC, they recognized the difficulty of the work being
done by the staff. The Deputies, Estate Administrators and support staff have a difficult job, and they must
earn the trust of the prospective conservatees who are often confused and frightened due to mental
illness, traumatic brain injury or dementia. Sometimes predatory family members have taken advantage
of an elderly person suffering from dementia and may be hostile to the PAGC staff. Many conservatees
are destitute, they lack the capacity to take care of themselves and have serious medical problems. It is
the PAGC staff’s job to establish a healthy level of care, stabilize their financial situation and provide for
their physical and financial well-being. Despite these difficulties, the Civil Grand Jury felt the work we
do is admirable. We work long hours under difficult conditions and persevere and provide an important
service to some of the most vulnerable adults in Santa Clara County. In the Grand Jury, Conservatorship
Revisited, thirteen recommendations were made to help PAGC work more effectively and improve morale.
They acknowledged that staff and management are doing excellent work. PAGC responded to the Civil
Grand Jury and has agreed to further research a financial advisor and update the APS/PAGC MOU. PAGC’s
response to the Grand Jury report has been completed and was heard at the November 17, 2020, at Board
of Supervisors Meeting and will be sent to the Superior Court’s Presiding Judge.
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2020 LEGISLATION
The California PA|PG|PC Association advocates within the legislative process and keeps California PAGC
offices aware of active legislation and information on bills. The Executive Board empowers the Legislative
Committee and the Association’s Executive Director monitor and advocate on legislation that could
potentially impact the general business practices of the California PA|PG|PC community as well as provide
critical funding to support mandates placed on Public Administrators, Guardians or Conservators in each
county. Recently, many bills associated with LPS (mental health) were pulled because the government
was focusing on COVID-19, wildfires, or homelessness. Some bills that the PA|PG|PC Association were
monitoring and actively engaging in discussion with the authors to mitigate the negative impact for Public
Administrators, Guardians and Conservators include:
•

•

•

Assemblyman Adrin Nazarian, at the request of the CA PA|PG|PC Association, has introduced
a Budget Ask for $120 million for on-going funding for PA|PG|PC offices. The request for funds
included language to augment current county spending.
Senator Bob Wieckowski, at the request of the CA PA|PG|PC Association, SB919 introduced
legislation that would increase the minimum statutory fee Public Administrators can charge for
managing a decedent estate. The bill also includes language that requires review of the fee amount
every three years to allow for future increases according to the federal cost of living index.
Coroner Bill (SB 1303) requires large counties to create a Medical Examiner’s Office. The bill was
heard in the Assembly Public Safety Committee on Tuesday, June 26, 2018. The California Association
of Counties (CSAC) and the Sheriff’s Association testified against this bill (only two entities were
allowed to testify). The California PA|PG|PC Association is opposed to the bill. The Committee
voted to move the bill forward and it was to be heard at the Assembly Appropriations Committee
in August.
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OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS AND ACCOMLISHMENTS
Policies and Procedures
The office Policies and Procedures are a set of over 180 documents that describe different tasks, ranging
from how to manage a conservatee’s individual retirement account to how to arrange for a conservatee’s
funeral and burial services. The policies are in the PAGC Toolbox and are often updated. This year, PAGC
revised or created over 85% of the procedures. This was a huge task and the PAGC leadership team
deserves kudos for taking on this immense task.
Dashboards
PAGC worked with TSS and Agency office (AO) to develop a dashboard and detailed reports which helps
provide strategic and analytical information about client status, historical PAGC trends, and performance
measures using the department case management system, Panoramic. In June 2017, TSS started collecting
data for the dashboard. The results of which is represented in some of the graphs used in these revised
reports. The dashboard allows PAGC to identify key performance measures, identify fields and criteria
for detailed reports, gather requirements to design and develop improved service to clients and validate
required service delivery such as visitation, demographics, values of estates, days a case is open and quick
referral data.
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Demographics by Program
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Division of Duties for Deputy Public Guardians and Estate Administrators
A long-standing document that was created in 2012 to show the division of tasks between Deputies and
Estate Administrators has been updated. This document which was intended to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of the professional staff assigned to each case (DPGC and EA) and provide accountability
for given tasks. It was also created to establish an office-wide quality assurance component to the
case management of conservatorships. An overriding principle inherent in the division of duties and
responsibilities is a sense of objectivity in working toward a mutual goal of providing the best service
possible. This document was not intended to replace existing procedures but rather to clarify the roles of
staff and responsibility for the various steps involved in the conservatorship process, as well as to provide
an overview of the conservatorship case from referral to termination/death.
Sometimes the duties of the Deputy Public Guardians and the Estate Administrators overlap and can be
the responsibility of both staff members; therefore, delineating it one or the others responsibility is not
always practical (e.g., real property sales or completion of the asset investigation task list). This document
helps clarify these roles and define responsibilities.
Office Best Practices
In September 2020, management developed Best Practices for the Office. This long overdue document
provides guidance and responsibility for many processes in the PAGC office. The Document clearly explains
work hours, calling in sick, phone call expectations, performance appraisals, inventory expectations, mail,
estate planning meetings and much more. Supervisors reviewed the document in their unit meetings, and
it was sent to all staff via DocuSign.
Increased Storage Fees
PAGC stores and safeguards the personal property of conserved individuals when necessary. We also store
and safeguard the personal property of deceased individuals while seeking authority from the Superior
Court to administer these estates, identify heirs, and gain permission to distribute, discard, sell, or liquidate
personal property. Larger items, such as furniture, household items, wheelchairs, etc. are stored at the
PAGC warehouse. Vehicles are stored in a fenced parking lot adjacent to the warehouse. Smaller items,
including jewelry, coin collections, firearms, and important documents, are stored in a locked room at
the PAGC office. PAGC and Controller-Treasurer Department performed a thorough evaluation of current
storage fees and concluded that a full-cost recovery is supported by an increase of approximately 10% in
storage fees (for clients who can afford to pay the fee), with some exceptions.
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2019 Storage Fees Collected

2020 Storage Fees Collected

$42,540.00

$53,956.01

On April 11, 2019, the Finance and Government Operations Committee (FGOC) received a report from
the Social Services Agency (SSA) relating to a County Resolution regarding storage fees charged to Public
Administrator/Guardian/Conservator (PAGC) clients. The report was approved by the BOS on the Consent
Calendar. With the increase of approximately 10%, PAGC expected to collect approximately $55,813.00 in
Fiscal Year 2019-2020. This 10% increase brought collected fees closer to current rates charged by private
storage facilities and meets the standard cost recovery calculation. This helps to offset costs currently
absorbed by the General Fund.
Other Fees
The Probate Code requires that the PAGC must file an accounting for each estate. For the Public Guardian
and Public Conservator, the first accounting is due no later than one year after appointment, every two
years thereafter, and when the conservatorship ends. PAGC staff coordinates the filing of the accounting
with County Counsel and Financial Management Services. The petition includes a detailed accounting of
all transactions in the conservatee’s estate that occurred in the period covered by the report. Accountings
include:
• The value of assets on hand at the start of the reporting period,
• The amount of any supplemental appraisals during the reporting period,
• All income received by the conservatee during the reporting period,
• Gains and losses from sale of assets or investing of assets during the reporting period,
• All expenditures of conservatorship funds during the reporting period, and
• The value of assets on hand at the end of the reporting period.
The Probate Code authorizes the PAGC to collect fees when the client has the resources to pay. Fees
are collected through the accounting. These include ordinary PA fees, bond fees, County Counsel fees
and extraordinary fees. At the time of the accounting, requests for PAGC fees are based on the number
of hours worked, the hourly rate and the work that had been completed. In the Public Administrator,
there are statutory fees. The Court must approve a fee request prior to any payments being collected.
Upon receiving approval from the Court, PAGC determines if the conservatee can pay. If a fee payment
will cause a hardship to the conservatee, PAGC will defer the fee. In decedent cases, the Probate Code
provides statutory framework for fee collection, based on the value of the estate. Extraordinary fees may
be sought by the PAGC. No fees may be collected without Court authority. Fees owed to the PAGC and
County Counsel have priority over distributions to heirs, beneficiaries, and some other creditors.

2019 Total Fees Collected

2020 Total Fees Collected

$1,178,357

$2,022,559
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CC Ord Fees PA Ord Fees

PA Ext Ord
Fees

Bond Fees - PG Ord Fees Bond Fees PA
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$53,956
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$181,788

$461,726

$580,433

Fees Collected in FY 2020

LPS Monthly Storage Fees All Other Fees
Fee

Urgent Needs Fund
The Urgent Needs Fund (UNF) is intended to assist in the event of an emergency or urgent situation when
no other funding source is immediately available for a conservatee or decedent estate. Emergency or
urgent situations are unexpected events that have a significant impact and/or pose a threat to the person’s
health, safety, or welfare. The UNF addresses imminent needs that require payment within a week and is
not intended to be ongoing financial support. The expectation is that the fund will be paid back with client
funds in the future. No large withdrawals are made without a plan for reimbursement. PAGC Urgent Needs
Fund (UNF) did not request a replenishment from the County General Fund for Fiscal Year 2020, which
has not always been the case in past years. All UNF advancements are either actively being repaid or are
likely to be repaid in the future; therefore, no UNF advancements are currently considered uncollectible.
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Institute on Aging (IOA) first Newsletter features PAGC
In IOA’s October 2020 newsletter, they talked about valuing each of their wonderful community partner
organizations and the Community Living Connection (CLC) program expressed their sincere gratitude to the
work of the County’s Public Guardian Office. CLC refers to the Public Guardian to collaborate on services
for a conserved client and we often receive referrals from their office for those vulnerable seniors who
reside independently and would benefit from wrap around services. Often these services positively impact
the client’s overall quality of life while remaining in their home with support. The staff we encountered are
both knowledgeable and accommodating. We would like to give a personal shout out to Louise Shields,
who is a Deputy Public Guardian/Conservator in the Probate Investigative Unit. Her profound advocacy
and caring demeanor are specifically acknowledged and admired by IOA.

Featured Community Partner
County Public Guardian

We truly value each of our wonderful community partner organizations and our CLC program wants to take a moment to
express our sincere gratitude to the work of the County's Public Guardian Office. This office represents some of our most
vulnerable community members who are incapable of making decisions for themselves. Since COVID-19 began, we have
been working even more closely with the Public Guardian in order to help serve this at-risk population.
The Public Guardian’s office does amazing work; last year, they managed 1,429 cases, which included mental health and
probate conservatorships, decedent cases and trusts. CLC refers to the Public Guardian to collaborate on services for a
conserved client and we often receive referrals from their office for those vulnerable seniors who reside independently and
would benefit from wrap around services. Often these services positively impact the client’s overall quality of life while
remaining in their home with support.
In a conservatorship, the conservator is responsible for the treatment, placement, financial management, medical care,
housing, and advocacy of the client. Some may not be aware that included in the Public Guardian's Office is the Public
Administrator (PA). The PA Division focuses on investigating and administering the estate of persons who die without a will
or with an appropriate person willing or able to act as administrator.
The staff we have encountered are both knowledgeable and accommodating. We would like to give a personal shout out to
Louise Shields, who is a deputy public guardian/conservator in the Probate Investigative Unit. Her profound advocacy and
caring demeanor are to be admired.
Special thanks to Louise and the rest of the Public Guardian’s office for all you do in Santa Clara County.
Our CLC Team values you!
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PAGC Appreciation
In an attempt to stay connected and appreciate staff the PAGC management team created a Staff Drive
Through Ice Cream Appreciation at the Social Services Julian Campus. PAGC has 76 staff and more than half
participated in the event. While maintaining proper safety protocols, our management and administrative
team greeted staff with ice cream and a gift bag. Some staff pulled over and chatted with masks on and
socially distancing. Staff were encouraged to bring their family and so they did! We met staff’s children,
spouses, parents, siblings and even some fur babies. A great success and loads of fun!
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Embrace a Senior
This special project is always a highlight for PAGC. Santa Clara County PAGC sponsored its fourth annual
special holiday project called Embrace a Senior in December 2019. This project is specifically designed
to collect donations and distribute holiday gifts to seniors, cognitively impaired persons, veterans, and
mentally ill people representing Santa Clara County’s wide range of socio-economic and ethnic populations.
Our goal is to provide a meaningful gift to our clients, who may not have family, may be estranged from
their loved ones, for whose families are financially unable to provide presents or just need a little joy in
their life. In 2019, PAGC collected approximately $14,000.00 in monetary and gift donations and provided
over 350 clients with presents.

Ms. S’s Holiday Story
A  few days before Christmas, the Deputy Public Guardian delivered holiday gifts to her 87-yearold client, D.S. The client had always admired the small intricate cross that the Deputy wore and
mentioned that she had lost her “favorite” cross and believed that someone had stolen it.  When
D.S. opened her holiday presents, she was thrilled and excited with the beautiful robe, slippers,
the angel ornament, and a small jewelry box that sat alone on her bedside table. When D.S.
opened the box and gazed down at the gold cross, her face brightened up with elation and joy.
She exclaimed, “Oh my, this is so beautiful! Is it for me? How did you know that I would love it so
much?  You are truly an angel. God bless you.”
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Halloween Celebration
Continuing to team build and have some fun, PAGC held a Virtual Halloween Celebration in October. We
had a costume contest, decorating contest, pumpkin carving contest, and the LPS Intake team dressed up
the Addams Family (pictured below). Staff were very engaged and lots of laughter and fun was had by all.

Training
The California PA|PG|PC Association requires staff to obtain 40 Continuing Education Units (CEU) in a fouryear period. To help obtain CEUs and learn about industry trends and professionally develop, the PAGC
Training Committee has developed a monthly training series, called, A Deep Dive. Trainings have been
arranged for August- June and include Trusts Training, Time Study Training, DocuSign Training, Security
Training, Processing Inventory for Court, PAGC Procedure Review and much more.
Panoramic Enhancements
PAGC continues to work collaboratively with TSS to enhance and improve our computer system, Panoramic.
The following enhancements have been implemented this year and several more are being facilitated.
• Added an Alert Box which creates alerts for Case Managers and Estate Administrators when a
document is scanned into the system by support staff
• Produced Court Inventory and Appraisal (I&A) Report from the system
• Created a Panoramic User Guide
• Created a process for Task Resolution
• Developed an Insurance Policy Table for tracking all client’s insurance policies
• Improved the Client Assessment Report (completed by Probate Intake unit)
• Updated A/P Invoice Approval
• Created a Public Administrator History Page to track all referrals whether investigated or not
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Coming soon:
• Adding Medical Tables for detailed medical and psychiatric diagnosis as well as medication and
health related issues. This allows easy access for staff regarding any medical and psychiatric issues
• Update Demographic details (more inclusive/adding 17 additional ethnicities)
• Update the client view in the system for staff which is user friendly
• New Inventory Types to assist in monitoring real property
Kaiser Permanente Collaboration
Prior to COVID-19, PAGC, Adult Protective Services, and Kaiser partnered on a donation drive to benefit
Aging and Adult clients. The pandemic derailed the project a bit, but in June 2020 Kaiser staff began
sending donations. We received hundreds of items including clothes, hygiene kits, blankets, masks, craft
sets, and 1,400 letters and hand-made cards. We anticipate donations total approximately $8,000.00. It
has been a phenomenal collaboration.
Medallion Signatures
A Medallion Signature Guarantee is a special signature guarantee used in the transfer of securities. It is a
guarantee by the transferring financial institution that the signature is genuine, and the financial institution
accepts liability for any forgery. Signature guarantees protect shareholders by preventing unauthorized
transfers and possible investor losses. They also limit the liability of the transfer agent who accepts the
certificates. They are offered through a financial firm such as a broker, bank, or credit union. PAGC has
collaborated with UBS Financial Services and Wells Fargo Bank to obtain a Medallion Signature on behalf
of a clients. This is a huge endeavor and allows staff to quickly cash in client’s securities without giving their
own personal information.
PAGC and APS MOU
PAGC and APS began updating the PAGC/APS MOU at the beginning of January 2020. The review of the
MOU document was halted due to the pandemic but began again in May 2020. PAGC has completed their
updates and revisions and added timeframes to help with communication and staff responsibilities.
The document specifically states that PAGC has committed to investigate the case and provide an initial
case status update (via email) to the APS social worker within thirty calendar days. The update will inform
the APS social worker whether the Deputy will continue the investigation or not. The DPGC will then
provide continuous status reports monthly. Also, FAST referrals will be reviewed within three business days
and non-FAST referrals are reviewed within seven business days by the Probate Referral Committee. APS
will be sent a formal disposition if the case is closed and does not move forward with a conservatorship
investigation. PAGC is in the process of coordinating with APS management staff to complete the revisions
to the MOU document.
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FUTURE GOALS
PAGC continues to make improvements and efficiencies that impact staff and clients. This year’s goals
include:
• Meet Court Compliance with Inventory and Appraisals
• Explore use of a Financial Advisor in conservatorship cases
• Explore the computer system (Panoramic) expanding reports and calendaring
• Restore Bay Area PAGC Regional Meetings
• Complete revisions to the APS/PAGC MOU
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